application 2019
1. Deutscher Edelkatzenzüchter-Verband e.V.
exhibition management worldshow
phone +49 (0) 6441 - 84 79
mobile + 49 (0) 179 - 48 98 98 7
www.dezkv.de • www.worldshow-germany.de
E-Mail: sagurskidietmar@kabelmail.de

is filled in by the exhibit management

Nr.:

Reg.

Company*

Phone*

Street*

Mobile*

Postcode*

City*

Fax*

E-Mail*

Contact

Internet*

Products*

Value added tax ID No.

Entry in the list of exhibitors under letter

___ A-Z

* The information is also required for entry in the list of exhibitors and on the Internet. A restriction of the exhibits at the
Admission remains reserved.

We place a binding order:
Your trade fair participation /
please mark with a cross

front
in m
min.

depth
in m

max.

surface
in m²
approx.

stall fee on receipt of the application
(payable within 14 days of receipt of confirmation)

until 01.05.2019
Early bird price

from
02.05.2019

from 01.08.19
Last Minute

inline stand
Minimum size 9m²

3m

€/m² 72,00

€/m² 85,00

€/m² 95,00

inline stand
Minimum size 10m²

2m

€/m² 72,00

€/m² 85,00

€/m² 95,00

corner stand
Minimum size 12m²

3m

€/m² 75,00

€/m² 90,00

€/m² 98,00

Special request for the stand (prices on request and availability):
.................................................................................................................................................................
stand package 6m²- incl. trade fair constr.

electricity connection on request € 50,00

row stand incl. stand partition walls (white) and carpet (grey)
stand package 4m²- incl. trade fair constr.

electricity connection on request € 50,00

row stand incl. stand partition walls (white) and carpet (grey)

X

- and disposal flat rate
Security

€

4,95 / m²

€ 580,00

€ 750,00

€ 850,00

€ 450,00

€ 550,00

€ 600,00

All prices plus VAT.

Equipment
Electricity connection: up to 3kW
(230 V/16A), incl. shock-proof socket,
FI circuit breakers and flat-rate electricity
consumption for 2 days EUR 128,00
Electricity connection: up to 3kW
(230 V/16A), incl. shock-proof socket,
FI circuit breakers and flat-rate electricity
consumption for 2 days EUR 195,00

Place and date

Stand partition walls
(Octanorm, white coated)
EUR 30,00/lfm
We set an opaque 2,50m high
partition wall at one side
.
to the neighbour

Carpet EUR 5,50 /qm
Colour:

anthrazit

signalred

azur

green

grey

If no colour selection is made, then a carpet is placed in the
Colour grey laid. The price includes installation,

We lay our own floor covering

Company stamp and legally binding signature

By submitting this application, the enclosed exhibition and trade fair conditions of 1. DEKZV e.V., Asslar headquarters are
expressly acknowledged. By submitting the order form, the exhibitor places the order and
undertakes to bear the costs incurred. Technical guidelines, construction regulations and fire protection measures/
Fire safety regulations are transmitted separately and are an integral part of the contract.

